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INTRODUCTION 
This paper has as its objective the evaluation of var-
ious circuits for the input stage of a superheterodyne receiver 
with respect to the signal-to-noise ratio. 
PART I will present a fairly co,mprehensive treatment of 
the basic concepts and definitions of noise figure, 11available 
power 11 , rravailable gaintr, and the effect of matching on the 
noise fi gure or si gnal-to-noise ratio. 
PART II <:fill apply t he principles of PAR::P I to the deri-
vation of noise fi gure formulae foT' s everal cormnon a .. mplifier 
circuits. 
PART III will consist of a ·t;abulation of empirical for-
:oulae for the calcula tion of the equivalent noise resistence of 
electron tubes employed in ai'nplifier or converter service. Also 
included in t h is section will be an illustrative derivation of' 
one of these empirical formulae. 
PART IV vrill describe briefly methods of experimentally 
measuring the equivalent noise resistance of electron tubes and 
the noise fi gures of netvwrks a.n.d amplifiers. 
PART V ':'Till apply the principles and l~esul ts of the 
first three sections to the ultimate ob j ec ti ve; nsJnely, the ev-
aluation of the vai•ious circuits discussed in PART II as radio-
frequency amplifiers preceding a converter in a superheterodyne 
receiver insofar as the receiver's overall noise figure 'is con-
c e nl.ed. 
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PART I - BASIC CONCEPTS AND DEFINI;ri ONS 
The following basic concepts, definitions, and deriva-
tions of formulae for noise figure were obtained from papers by 
Friis1 and Goldberg2 • 
A genei•ator of real internal i mpedance R ohms and open-
circuit voltage E can deliver a maximum power of Ej4-R watts 
into a resistive load; however, t his ·will be the case only when 
the resistive load is also R or the generator is matched. This 
ma..ximum povver is define d as the 11available power 11 , being inde-
p endent of the load but depending on the generator characteris~ 
tics. This definition can be extended to the concept of 11 avail-
able noise powern. Any resistance of R ohms at an absolute tem-
perature T will produce noise voltage across its ternrl.nals due 
to the random electron fluctuations. The resistance is then 
represented by a generator having an internal noise-free resist-
ance of R. ohms and an open-circuit r.m.s. voltage /4KfR6 
where K = Boltzmann's constant, . l.38 x lo-23, and 8 is the fl"'e-
quency band over which the open-circuit voltage is measured (as 
noise-voltage is not a single-frequency phenomenon). By the 
above definition, the "available povveru is KTB, the noise power 
delivered by the resistor to a noise-free resistor of e qual re-
sistance . 
The concept of "available gain 11 is now introduced. As-
sume we have a generator connected to a network. Looking back 
into the output terminals of the network, we see a certain ira-
p edance. If this i mpedance is real, the ma.."'Ci:rmmt output power 
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into a load will be obtained when the load equals the internal 
resistance at the network output terminals. 'rhis power is de-
fined as the 11 available output power 11 and is independent of the 
load; however, it does depend on the manner in which the genera-
tor is coupled to the network. 
r.rr'le ttavailable gain" is defined as the ratio of 11 avail-
able output power 11 from the net·work to the "available signal 
powerrr from the genera tor. B'-.J definition it is independent of 
the load but dependent on the generator and the manner in which 
it is coupled to the network. 
The navailable gain11 of a cascade of networks fed by a 
generator can be calculated as follows: 
1 - Ivieasure the "available gain of the first network (the 
following networks are disconnected) with the generator 
attached to it. Call the 11 available gain 11 of the first 
network 4 1 • 
2 - Disconnect network 2 from networks 1 and 3. Attach a 
generator whose internal imped~~ce is equal to the imped-
ance looking back from the terminals of netwol"'k 1 with 
the original generator coupled to it. Call the '•avail-
able gain 11 measured in this manner ~ 1 • 
3 - Disconnect network "1'\ from net·works (., - 1) and ("'" + 1) • Attach 
a generator ·whose internal impedance is equal to the im-
pedance looking back into the cascade from the terminals 
of network (~- 1 ) with the original generator coupled to 
network 1. Measure this 11 available gain '' and call it G., . 
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The overall 11 available gain 11 for the cascade is then 
G, ·4, .. · .. G~ = (~~)(t-) ...... (:t,-) (1) 
where .S,._ : 11 available output power 11 of the .,., th network and S3 
is t he if available e;enerator p ower". 
Rearranging ( 1) we have J 
(i,. Gt ..... G"' = (s, s, ..... 5~ )/(s!J s, sJ. · .. · ·S.,._,) = (2) 
In the fore going treatr,lent, it has been assumed that the 
impedances involved are Peal. For any further analysis, it is 
suppos ed that all i mpedanc e s mentioned are at resonance and 
therefore real; in addition, the frequency band B will be con-
sidered centered at the resonant fre quency and narrow enough to 
k eep the impedances substantially real and constant. 
The 11 available gain 11 of a resistor connected t o a signal 
generator as in Fig . 1 \·!ill now be computed. 
Fig. 1 - Signal Generator fee ding a resistor 
T'.ne open-cil"cuit output voltage is ER.j(R,+R.)while the internal 
i mp eda...'1.ce looldng back from the output terminals is RR.j'(( +R~. 
The maximum power output is obtained when the network is connect 
ed to a load e qual to the output impedance RR~R+R,) and by def'ini 
tion this is the 11 available output powertt equal to£'~.j1R{R•R}watts 
The 11 available si gnal power 11 from the generator is £./4R watts . 
'l':.t1.erefore, the 11 available • H ga1n for the resistor is 
G, .. = R, 
.... R+ R, ( 3) 
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(3) is independent of the output load but depends on the signal 
generator i mped2nce. The "available gain tt would be unity for a 
signal generator of zero internal i mp e dance, zero for a genera-
tor of infinite internal impedance, and i v1hen the resistor has 
the same value as the internal i mpedance of the genel"ator. 
· Consider now the network in Fig. 2 consisting of a gen-
erator coupl ed to an i deal transfo~ner. 
Q,. 
Fig. 2 - Signal generator fee ding an ideal transformer 
The transformer turns ratio being a. , the open-circuit output 
voltae e is CN £ and the output impedance is a..,. R • Then the 
11 available output powern is a.,.£/4o..,.R op £f4R . 'I'he "available 
signal power 11 is also equal to £/4-R and t herefore the u~vail-
bl . It • • t a e ga1n J.S un1 y. One would expect this to be the case as 
an idea l transformer h a s no dissipation and the maxim1...un power 
av ailable from its terminals eq_uals that obtainable from the 
generator itself. Generalizing, we may say that the ttavailable 
gain" from any non- dissipative passive network is unity. 
. l 
Now consi der the "availab le gainn of a n active networl{ , 
an amplii'ier, with a resi s tor R, across its input terminals and 
coupled to a generator as in Fig. 3. The amplifier has an in-
fitli te input impedance and an open-circuit voltag e gain, A • 
Its output i mpedance is R 0 and is independent of any impedances 
connected to the input terminals. 
- 4 
A R., 
.,.__ R 
• 
Fig. 3 - Shunted signal generator feeding an ideal amplifier 
As before, the "available output ~ower" is E~Hf:J/ 4R. and the 
11available signal p ower 11 equals £ 4R. ThePefore, the 11avail-
( 4) 
able gainu is 
EK ( R. )l. Ro R,+R 
'1."11.e same result is arrived at by considering t h e resistor R, and 
the amplifier A t o be connected in c 2.scade. T'ne gain of the 
resistor is given by (3). The generator feeding the amplifier 
nrust hav e an internal i mpedance equal to RR/(R+R.~. Then the 1a -
v ailable output pmvera is ~f. ~+~,)/R. = ~: (f gt~.,fw}:1..ile the na-
v a il able generator outputu is (f ..B..&.~ / ~R, ~ E" RR, • T'nen 
R+R,I/ +R, R+R, 
the llavailable gaintt for the amplifier becomes 
~A -A ( RR,) 
- R. R ... R, ( 5) 
If the 11 available gai nn for the resistor and amplifier in cas-
is novv computed by ( 2 )., vve have as a result (3) X (5) or 
(.B.&)(_&_\ - B.K l....EL.)" h. h . . d ,_ . 1 R+R, R+R,} - R. ~RtR, w lC. lS l en·clc a with ( 4 ). The 
lf ·1 , 1 · u b · h R , · .o • ·t aval_ao e gEun e comes maxlmUln v-v en 1 ap ::,1roac~1.es l l1.J.ll1.l y, 
other para:..rneters being held constant, and is given by~ ...... = RA1R •• 
If R, is adjusted to match the generator internal i mpeda.11.ce (i.e. 
R, : R ) , the uavailable gain u become s RA1-+ Ro. 
Asstune that a generator' of internal impedance R feeds 
an amplifier of' gain A and output i mpedance Ro ; the amplifier 1 . 
i nput i mpedance is asstlli1ed infinite and its gain larg e enough 
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to make any noise voltag e produced in a resistive output load 
negligible compared to the M~lifi ed g enerator resistance n oise. 
This circuit is shmrn in Fig . 4. 
A +-R 0 
Fig . 4 - Signal generator feeding an ideal amplifier 
From the p receding definitions, the 11 available signal pov1er u is 
£Y+R; the 11 available output signal power 11 isEA/+Ro; the uavail· 
able gain 11 is RA1 Ro• The ttavailable output noise power 11 is sim-
ilar in def inition to the u available output signal power 11 • The 
r.m.s. noise voltage from the g enerator resi s tance is /4KT8R 
as g iven b efore. ~Le open-circuit output voltag e of the ampli-
fier is thenA /4KreR and the tt av s.ilable output noise power 11 is 
given by 
However, 
'&. 
4A KTBR N: = KTBRA'" Ro 4 R-o 
the " available gain 11 G: RAf Rc:~ or 
(6) 
N::. GKTB (7) 
The rravailable output signal po·wer n can be expressed as S= qS~ 
Vvhere s~ is the "available sign al power tr . From a:..r:t analogy, k'TB 
c an be considered the 11 available noise power a . 
The n oise fi gure F of a netvvork is defined as the ratio 
of the 11input available signal to available noise power ration 
to ttoutput available signal to available noise p ower ratio 11 or 
in symbols, 
( 8 ) 
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In the ex~1ple of the noi s e- free amplifier just given, the 
noise figure would be unity which implies that the signal-to-
noise ratio was not altered. 1ne ab ove definiti on of noise fig-
ure given by (8 ) may be re arran ged as foll ows: 
N =- FGKTB ( 9) 
and 
F- N 
- <.lKTB (10) 
The n oi se figure of a resistor can be computed using the pesults 
of a resistor ' s 11 available gain 11 as given by ( 3). 
N-:: 4KTBRR,(R+R,) = KT6 (lmown by definition ) (11 (R+R,) 4- RR, 
Inserting the value of ~R for a resistor as given by (3), 
F _ N _ kT~ = ~h R, ( l 2 } 
- ~k T 8 - [RyCR+R,( ~Te R 
The computa tion of the n oise figure of su ch a system as shov1n in 
Fig. 3 can be made, 1mowing the 11 available gain 11 f or such a sys-
tem. 
,. N _ 4 trr a R R, A 
- (R+R,) -4 Ro 
But GR,A = '1f" (~R,Jfrom ( 4 ) and 
F N R+~c = CjKTS -= R, 
RA, R, t\"Te 
R0 (R+ R,) 
t herefore 
This expression f or the noise figure was derived for a noise 
(13 ) 
(14) 
fi•ee ar11plifier · shunted with a resistor and therefore should not 
di ffer from the case for the resistor alone . 
In examining the case where the system consists of a gen-
erator, resistor, and noisy ar11plifier, the conc ept of a.n ttequi-
val ent resista..r1Ce 11 to characterize the amplifier noise will be 
introduced. Fig. 5 indicates the arrangement of circuit compo-
n ents. 
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A --R 0 
Fig. 5 - Shunted signal generator feeding a noisy ruaplifier 
It is convenient to represent the noise (produced by the ampli-
fier in this case) by a generator which, v1hen inserted in a 
noise-free network, would produce the same noise output as that 
of the noisy network. Th.e voltage of this generator is speci-
fied by that resistor at room temperature which would produce 
the required noise voltage. 11his resistor is called the 11 equi-
1 t · ·t u R va en noJ.se resJ.s ance , c1 • Various formulae and a deriva-
tion for this equivalent noise resistance as app lied to common 
vacm.un tube types will be g iven in PART III. 
In Fig. 5, the r.m.s. noise voltage output (for the 
amplifier noise generator) is /4KIB R.,. The 11 available output 
noise povver!t of the system is 
N = 4 kT 8A'Io (Rtit + __R_&_) ( 15) 
4Ro ~
The squared voltages add directly on a power basis, there being 
no relation between the two noise sources regarding phase or 
fre quency. The 11available 
h t b c. - !!£ ( R. ~"'. s own . o e ~ R,A. Ro {R+R,JJ.n 
is given by 
gain u for such a system has been 
(4) and therefore the noise figure 
(16) 
If R, can be varied at will, the noise figu.re is best (a mini-
mum when R 1 approaches infinity). 1:I.'le first term in the expres-
sion for the noise figure is the noise figure for the resistor 
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R, alone; the second term is due to the amplifier noise. If 
R, >/'R. , the noise fi gure can be e)-.--pressed as f=J+R4lfR . The 
noise figure can then be improved by increasing the generator 
re si sta..nce, R. • We see t;herefore that the noise figure depends 
on the source as well as the a.mplifier but is independent of the 
output load. The noise fi gure is seen to be a measure of the 
deg radation suffered by the signal-to-noise ratio as si gnal and 
noise pass through the network tmder consideration and not a 
measure of the output signal-to-noise ratio. 
Concerning matching the resistor R., and the generator, 
the follow·ing observations can be made. In ( 12), a match will 
cause a noise figure of 2, while in (16), the result will be 
2 + 4Reo,jR . For a noise- free amplifier, match will increase the 
noise fi gure by 3 db; for a noisy amplifier, the increase will 
be g reater than 3 db. If neither R nor R 1 can be arbitrarily 
varied (as is usually the case in practice), it may be an advan-
t a g e as far as the noise figure is concerned to insert a trans-
former between the generatox• and R 1 • This condition, sho'l'm in 
Fig. 6 'Nill nov'T be analyzed. 
Fig. 6 - Noisy 2Jll.plifier fed by shunted signal 
generator and ideal transfo~ner combination 
r he generator ru1.d transfopmer are equivalent to a nev:r generator 
of internal impedance Q..1 R and open- circuit voltage a. E ; there-
- 9 -
fo re t he noise fi e,v_re a s e xp r e ss e d by ( 16) can be written di-
r e ctly with R r eplac e d {)y a." R. , or 
'1 f = R. t Cl.'J.R + Re, ( R.+ ci"R \ 
R1 a.s R R, ) (17) 
Di f ferentiating F with respect to a.'" and e qu a ting to zero, we 
obtain the v alue of 0.: for which F is a minimu.rn. 
a.~= R, (18) f(j It R,fR~ 
This is not the value for a.'" vrhich is obtained vvh en the genera-
tor and R, are matched (i.e., Q.l.R-= R, or a}: R~Fl. ). It is evi 
d ent tha t t h e best noise fi gure is obtained when there is a mis-
match. 1ne best transformation ratio chang es the generator i m-
p e d an ce to some value less than R, , depending up on the ratio of' 
o/Rc1 . Only ·when Re, becomes very much l a rger than R 1 (the 
arnplifier t h en being very noisy or R., very small) does the best 
noise figure concli tion demand a match. Herold3 has shown in de-
tai l the sign al-to-noise ratio for the cases where the gain is 
maximum (impedanc e s matched) and vvh.ere the signal- to-noise ratio 
is maximum (impedances mismatched). 'fhese results are indicate d 
below : 
1 - Con.di tion f'or ma.Y...imum gain ( a.1. = o/ R 
~1 = e.. ' < ) I e: j,_,AlC~ .je; (~•1)+4~ +- 4-4eR, 
0
19 
( ... "' ) 2 - Co~di tion fo;o. ma.x..-~ _i_m_llii_-_n_s_i...:=g;:...n_a_l_-1,...t_D_ ... _n_o_l_· _s_e_ r_a_t_l_. _o_ 4 ~If{,,. R,/Re, 
I ~ J ..... /• = J e; ft. z ~? ·zj ~<• + 'ir.• •+3• R,) < zo l 
·where e .. = open-circuit signal voltage from antenna 
et. ... = open-circui t mean-squared noise voltage from antenna 
at room temperature 
~~· electronic input conductance of first tube (n eglect-
- 10 -
ing circuit and 11 coldtt tube loading conductance) 
To. = temperature of a resistance equal to the antenna rad-
iation resistance 8_nd having the s ac'ile mean-squared 
noise as t h e antenna 
7R = r oom temp erature 
R, = impedance of secondary side of antenna-to- gri d cir-
cuit with tube connected but with antenna disconnecte 
Rc, = total e quivalent noise resistanc e at grid of first 
t u be including noise due to first tube, interstage 
circuit, and second tube 
One further equa tion will be given here in order to pre-
pare the groundwork for the next section on the derivation of 
noise figure f ormulae for comm.on ci r cuits. Th.e derivation is 
g iven by Friis1 and the result is as follows : 
Given a series of netw·ork s in cascade, 1, 1., "• · • · • · ., ; having 
nois e fi R:tlres F. F. · • • · F.. and 11 available gains 11 G, Gt. " .. · G · 
b ' t "' I "I II I "' ' 
the noise fi gure for the entire system is 
F..-.. " F, ... (F,.- I¥ G,, +(F, _,¥G ...... .... (F,~.-Iy G., •.• +<F;, _, ¥"/\ •.. ( 21) 
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PART II - NOISE FIGURE FORIV~ULAE FOR COM1\101f CIRCUITS 
In the derivation of the follovring formulae, the tube 
amplification factor is denoted by ~ ; the plate resistance is 
r"p ; the equivalent noise resistance referred to the gri d is Rc, 
1 - Cathode-Separation Amplifier (Conventional Junplifier) 
~ne circuit diagrrun for a conventional amplifier is give ' 
below in Fig. 7 and may apply equally well to triodes or multi-
gri d tubes provided the additi onal electrodes are returned to 
the cathode. 
E 
Fig. 7 - Shunted generator feeding a c onventional amplifier 
'l11is case is identical to the noisy runplifier in Fig. 5 where 
the open- circuit voltage gain A becomes jJ- , and the output im-
pedance Ro becomes rp • The "available gain:! is given by analo-
~J with (4) as 1 ~ :.#:ftl R, '\ 
r., \R.+R,/ (22) 
and the nois e figure by (16). 'llie noise figure is seen to de-
pend directly on R~ &"1d for this reason, triodes are preferred 
to multi-grid tubes because their R,, is smaller for a given mu-
tual conductance; this vlill be dealt with in greater detail in 
later sections. If the grid-to-plate admittance is neglected 
(as can be done for tetrodes and pcntodes), the output i m.ped-
ance is independent of the input i mpedance and the noise figure 
of a casc aded second stage will Qe indep endent of the first -
- 12 -
stage grid circuit impedance. 
2 - Grid-Separation Amplifier (Grounded Grid A ..nmlifier) 
The circuit for this amp l ifi er is given i n Fig. 8. 
Fig . 8 - Shunted generator feeding a grounded grid amplifier 
Referred to the input circuit, the open-circuit voltage gain is 
~+I ; the e quivalent noise generator is connec ted in the cir-
cuit in a different manner and produces an open- circuit output 
voltage gain of r • It should be noted that the output i mped-
ance dep ends upon the input impe dances and therefore the noise 
figure of a foll owing stage connected in cascade, as well as the 
stag e being considered here, depend u p on the source i mpedance 
driving the cascade . 
Since the gain and output impedance of the g rounded grid 
amplifier is not readi l y apparent , these quantities will be de-
rived here . The equivalent circui t is shown in Fi g. 9 . 
+1\J p I( !A-Etca, A rp 
R, +--Ro 
Fig . 9 - Equivalent circuit of Fig . 8 
'E'le gain K is the ratio of output v oltage to input voltage, or 
K. = h.!... : I" EHo+ fa = u. + 1 
fwa. Etr. I 
rrhe out put i mpeds.n c e Ro = r, +~.Ali ':. r,. + E'""'".i Ewt 
Ro= r .... MtlfG+E~r'r-: r. + V'+•) Elt'§ = r. +(J.Atl} RR, 
r- r I. P "I P Y R+ R, 
(23) 
(24 ) 
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Using the previous notation, where S : "available output signal 
poweri', ~ : "available gain tt, N '= 11available output noise power it 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
If~~>l , the noise figure is identical for that of the cathode-
separation arilplifier given by (16) and the sane conditions for' 
minir1i zing F apply. 
It \vould appear that if R, is infinite, i ncreasing R 
reduces or improves the noise fi gure. If R is increased vrith-
out limit, eventually the signal applied to the tube is zero; 
ho~;vever, the noise figure a:pproaches a minimum, and while it is 
true that the signal is decreased, degeneration of M~lifier 
noise also takes place, resulting in an improvement in the noise 
figure. 
3 - Plate-Separation Amplifier (Cathode Follower Amplifier) 
The circuit for 
R 
R.• 
amplifier is given in Fig . 10. 
r---- -4-----, 
I 
I 
... , 
-..!.L_ -- 7 
)1-1-1 ~;. l:.'" 
I 
I 
1.---...L.---------"-------o---- - ' 
Fig. 10 - Shunted generator feeding a cathode follower 
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The open- circuit voltage gain is ,P-~+1) and the output impedance 
is 'P/~+1). The Gain and output i mpedance of the cathode follow-
er may be determined by reference to its equivalent circuit 
given in Fig . 11. 
" 
w e M 0 0 I tp I )J- ff4t{ .... 
E14P z <, ~' 
.. ,, 
I 
p 
Fig. 11 - Equivalent circuit of a cathode follower 
(29) 
EttP = (30) 
Solving for E'kP 
E P £,, Z 
Itt' r,:+{IU+I) i!L 1 (31) 
By app lication of 'f.hevenin 's Theorem, this situation can be re-
presented by Fig. 12. 
-----.., 
~R 
0 
I 
I 
:> 7 
... , t:... (... I. 
I 
1-...-----''----a - - -- - _I 
p 
Fi g . 12 - Simplified e q_uivalent circuit of a cathode follower 
From Fig. 12 it is seen that R.,.= ;J, with gain K'= j1 1 for z .. 
infinite. 
Proceeding as b efore, we have for the cathode follower: 
s = fg/k) (t;J/ ;~~ (32) 
-(_&_\'" 1.R I f"i ~ ' R-H~ 1 j ~ -;p!}r ( 33) 
N ::~ 4 KT 8,.c.a. [R R, + R :1/4-""e ~t-l'a. R+R, ..,j r+r ( 34) 
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F (16) 
'll1e se results indicate that t he noise figure of an effective 
three-element amplifier tube is independent of the manner of 
COil .. nection of the elements into the circuit; the conv entional, 
grounded grid, and cathode follower arnplifiers all give the s8.me 
noise figure. 
While the noise fi gures for these three amplifiers are 
identical, other factors mal::e a particular circuit more de sir-
able than others in a given case. 'fhe conventional triode run-
plifi er is susceptible to oscillation and i n stability. Pen-
todes may be substituted for triodes in a conventional amplifier 
to overcome this shortco:tidng but pentodes have a hig..,.'ler equiva-
lent noise resistance than triodes and thePefore the noise fi g -
ure will suffer. The g rounded grid triode amplifier overcome s 
the problem of instability but has the disadvantag e of having 
the noise fi gure of the second s tage dependent on the impeda...'l.ce 
of the source driving the first stage. The p roblem of minimiz-
ing t h e overall noise fi gure must t ake into account both stages 
and in general, the value of generator i mpedance vrhich minimizes 
the t wo-stage noise fi gure is different than that vYhich leads to 
the best first-stage noise fi gure. Tne cathode follower has the 
ser•ious disadvantage of resulting in a n e t loss o:f signal volt-
age as its gain is less t h an lmity; howev er, it may be desil"able 
i n a c ase where the output is t o be matched to a low i mpedance 
load. 
4 - Cathode-Coup l ed amplifi er 
'rhis circuit is indi c a ted in lllig . 13 and cons i sts of a 
cathode follmver driving a g rounded grid runplifier. 'r'ne combin-
ation c an be made to ope rate stably and has t he advantag es as-
sociated with grid i nput ru1d the use of triode mnplifiers. Ad-
eQuate gain is assured by the second stage. 
R,., 
Fig . 1 3 - Shunted g enerator fee ding a cathode-coupled an~lifier 
Using (21) for t wo networks i n c as cade , we have 
f2. = F, + (£;:- 1) ;~, (35) 
Rz. is a s s ociated with the g rounded grid amplifier since fa. is 
de fine d as the noise fi gure of R\ i .n combination wi th the 
grounded gri d ~~plifi er . From pre ceding foPmulae, we may \Yri te 
F. _ R~R. + .H!u_ , - R, R (A~~· r (16) 
I R.)'" 1.. I G ~ p., R r, , 
r;,
1
_= t:; +' P..Q.i.:•l' R-,~~1 [# + R .. J1. 
t - R ~ r u ... •) R, 
.... }'\,+1 y-~. 
(33 ) 
( 36 ) 
Ii'or t he speci a l case "~Nhere R, and R, approach infinity andJf, =-J.._ , 
(35 ) becoa es 
F = / + Rc,' 
,, ... R +~ R (37) 
rrhus, the cath ode-coupled amplifi e r contribu tes t wi ce the tube 
n oise of a single t r iode amplifi er. 
5 - The 'ivallman .Arnplifi e r ( " Cascade" Amplifie r) 
This circu i t is i llustr ated in Fi g . 14 end consists of 
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a conventional triode Mlplifier driving a grounded grid triode 
amplifier . It is described in a paper by ·Nallman10 from ·which 
the circuit derives its nsJne. 
l:Pig . 14 - Shunted generator feeding a Wal l man amplifier 
Stability of the conventional triode amplifier is obtained be-
cause the driving-point impedK~ce of the grounded grid amplifier 
is s o low that the first triode has little, if any, voltage gain 
~Le first stage therefore acts stably ruLd the equivalent noise 
resistance is that of a triode. The noise figure of the second 
stage is also g ood because of the hi gh output impedance of the 
first stage. 1~e same effect cannot be obtained mere l y by load-
ing the plate circuit of the first triode stag e. Although the 
runplii'ier could be made stable in this marmer and allow a g ood 
noise figu.I'e for the first stage, the second stage would ·t h en 
give a poor noise figure because of the lovJ impedance of the 
preceding stage . 
Proceeding i n the s ame manner as before, 
~ ::. 8~~· + RFl' (R ~~· )1 (16) 
( 38 ) 
(39 ) 
·rhe raini mUJ.il noise figu.re occurs when R, a.nd R,. are made l arge 
8nd for the case where R, and R,. approach infinity, the noise 
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fi~1re for the cascade is given by 
f = I +A.L + Re. ,_ J(! 
p. R Rf','&. ~~,+t)'" (40) 
Wben JA-, andj£1. are larg e compared to unity as is usually the 
case, the noise figure of the combination is essentially that 
of the first triode alone without the accompanying instability. 
Tb.e voltage gain is approximately that of the grounded grid 
s tage. 
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PART III - EQUIVALENT NOISE RESISTANCE FORMULAE 
As indicated previously, the noise voltage produced in 
a resistor R is given by e'l.= 4 KTR e . '.rhis can be seen to be 
derived from Nyquistts5 formula for the thermal current varia-
t ions in a_n. ohmic resistance R whose conductance is } .. '/R and 
v,.rhose temperature is T . Nyquist's formula states that 
(41) 
The following treatment for the theoretic al derivation 
of equivalent noise resistance for negative- grid triodes is 
taken from a paper by Thompson, North, and Harris7 • 
A space-charge- limited diode exhibits pseudo-thermal 
rather than true thermal current fluctuations and ( 41 ) can be 
r epl a ced by the empirical formula (42) to des cribe these cur-
r ent fluctuations . 
c."= a. 4KT~e (42 ) 
For most conditions of diode operation, the value of 6 has 
been shown to approach the value 
9 ~ 3 (I - '![ ) ~ O. '+ ~ I ..., ~ (43) 
To extend these concep ts to negative-grid triodes (for 
tubes with r of 5 or more) , a first approximation to shot cur-
rent fluctuations is made by neglecting the grid- p l ate region 
entirely and applying the diode ru2alysis to the grid- cathode 
space. By this procedure, t he 11 effective;r potential of the grid 
p l ane is equivalent to the di ode anode potential ; by definition, 
d' is the conductance of this equivalent diode. 
'.rhe grid-plate transconductance 4",.... is given by the rela-
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tion 
(44) 
wh ere 0'"' is a constru1.t depending upon electrode spacing and elec-
tron transit time. For most present day tubes, rr lies between 
0.5 and 1 (excep t for very low )A- tubes); in fact, lim <r = 1. 
_,..c4....,..o 
Substituting ( 44) in ( 42), we have 
-1. 6 c. ::: --. (j ( 45) 
'rh e current fluctuations in the plate circuit (no-load) are 
then principally a function of conditions between grid and ca-
thode. -l. The shot voltage eo appearing across a load Z in the 
output circuit of a negative-grid triode of plate resistance ~ 
is then 
(46) 
The trvo principal sources of nois e in amplifiers are 
thePmal a gitation i n the input circuit and shot effect in the 
first tube; it woul d be us eful if (46 ) would relate the plate-
curren t fluctuations back to the input circuit. In other vrords, 
t he effective grid-c a t h ode input fluctuation voltage will prod-
uce output fluctuations identical to that actually generated in 
the tube by shot effect. This effective input shot effect can 
be compare d directly to the thermal agitation of the input · cir-
cuit. The effective input shot effect may be symbolized by a 
resistance Re1 which, at room temperat11re, exhibits. a thermal 
agitation voltage equal to this input shot effect voltage. T't1e 
transconductance 8""" represents t he ratio of plate current (no-
load) to grid input voltage, or symbolically, ~.,., ==- ~~e 
"" 
• 
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From ( 45), VIe have 
e ~ :. ~,_ = _ll · ~ B 
, ~;, q- a~ (47) 
while the thermal agitation voltage across Re, at room tempera-
ture To is given by 
;:- ~ 4- k'T. R., B ( 48) 
ECl,u n. ting the se two voltages, we have 
R ... = JL . ..::L . -'- c 49 ) 
I ,.... To g..., 
'Efle magnitude of R., for triodes may now b e estimated. For a 
typical coated-ca thode receiving tube , i = 1000° K, T; ~ 300° K, 
6-= 2/3, r ';I 3/4 ( D"" may vary from 0.5-1). '.rhen R~ for a triode 
becomes 
R- ~ _L 
-l '""' 
(50) 
'l1J.l.e equiv al ent noise resistance R., of a triode is therefore 
s een to vary inversely with the trans conductance, d.,.. . 
An analysis of multi- grid tubes has been made by North8 
sirti.lar to t hat de rived above for t h e triode while Herold4 has 
extended the analysis of e quivalent noise resistance to convert-
er end mixer tubes. 'f.hese noise- equivalent-resi strul.ce and noise 
e quivalent-conductance formul ae have been colle cted and tabula-
t ed in 8. paper by Harris9 base d u p on the preceding references. 
These fo rmul ae vvill be li s t ed here for use in a l a ter section 
when the performa...nce of various circuits a...nd tube types vlill be 
1mder taken. 
For triode amplifiers: 
For pentode amplifiers : 
For triode mixers: 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
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For pentode mixers: 
R = r., (~ + .tofu·)= ~ r .... J;. .. ~de ~c. 
For multi-srid converters and mixers: 
R. = 2.o z, (z.Q.: I.) 
"I Zc, ~c (55) 
:vhere ~"'= grid-plate trruJ.sconductance 
~""' = average transconductance (frequency converters) 
~e ~ conversion tran sconductance (frequency converters) 
1:.,: average plate current 
I.e,= average screen-grid cur1..;ent 
r ... ~ average cath ode current 
'l.'he follorring approximate relations can be used for h'iode fuJ.d 
pentode mixers when data for above formulae are not avai la.ble. 
Ihe values 11 as amplifieru refer to conditions at the peak of the 
assumed oscill a tor cycle. 
~e (as converter) == 
~ (as converter) :: 
1<" . .( as conv erter) : 
i -,.,.. (as 
-~ T,( as 
% I~ .. (as 
ru:1plifiei') 
amplifier) 
runplifi er ) 
(56) 
(57) 
(58) 
Ret {p en to de as converter) ~ 4 Re, (p entode as amplifier ) (59 
Re, (triode as converter) = ~!: (as mnp lifier) (60) 
The above formulae for equivalent noise resistance for 
various tube types were found to agree closely with actually 
measured v a lues of equival ent noise resistance. 
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PART IV - EX.I)ERIIv!ENTAL TECHNI QUES 
1 - I•/Ieasu rement of' the equivalent noise resistance: 
The equivalent noise resistance of' a tube, i?~ , may be 
experimentally deter n1ined by associating the tube with an a . mpli-
fie1 ... and power-output. meter. With the grid of' the tube sh orted , 
the meter will indicate a certain noise output. Resistanc e is 
now introduced into the grid circuit of' the tube until this 
measure d noise powe r output doubles in value. I t is imp e rative 
that inserting this g rid resistance does not disturb bandv'iidth 
relations . If t h e noise in the ampli:fi er :following the tube is 
negligible, and no additional noise power other than thermal is 
induced in t h e gri d resistor, then that value of' g rid resistance 
which doubles the noi s e povrer output is the R~ of the tube oper-
ating under the conditions of' the experiment . 
2 - l'!Ieasuremen t of' the n oise fi gure of an ampli:fier : 
A means of measuring the noise fi gure of an amplifier 
~'rhich is indep endent of the noi s e bandwidth is known a s the 
unoise diode tt method and is shown in Fig. 15 . 
+ 
NE'TIIJoRI~ 
'-'N~ER 
T5.ST 
ttHoise diodeu method 
In the above method, the diode, D , is truly temperature-limit-
ed; that is, for e.:ny given cathode temperatui'e, a further in-
crease in plate voltag e will not result in an increase in plate 
current. The cathode temp erature can be varied by means of' R ~ 
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and the DC diode current is measured by a current meter, r . 
The diode curren t flows through the resistor R and t h e input 
i mpedance of the network under test. TJ1e capacitances, C , are 
us ed as r.f. bypasses. The meter, 0 , resp onds to p ower but 
doe s not n e cessarily match t h e network. R is made t h e s ame re-
si stance value as t he source with w·hich the network will operate 
The t emperature-limited diode has a n oise-component 
~iven by its mean- squared current value as 
'"' x lo-'" I 6 l = 3 .18 (61) 
where L and I are i n amperes, B is the noise-baJlchrvidth in cps. 
With t he di ode fil amen t l.mener gi zed, the reading on the output 
meter is noted. This n oise output is the equivalent of that 
produced by the ne t work and source. If the meter does not match 
the netwoJ•k, it will indicate a quantity proportional to the 
"avai lable output noise p ower", where p is defined as the con-
stant of p ropoi'tionali ty . Using the same symbol s as in PAR'.r I, 
the meter t h erefore reads 
Np = F<lKT Bp (62) 
:11J.1.e diode fi l ament i s now energized until the noise output p ower 
doubles . vVhen this concli tion is. re ached, the diode noise cur-
rent is producing the same output noise power as the network and 
the s ource resistance, R . 
The "available p ower 11 du e to t he diode and R , consid-
ered as a si gnal genei'ator, is now computed. A constan t-current 
soui'ce (t emperature-limited diode) f eedi ng a resist ance R may 
be replaced by a constant-voltag e genera tor with the SBI!le inter-
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I 
n al i mpedance and an onen- circui t voltage i R • 'llJ:le it available ! -a. ... a. 
E (,·R) _ i.'"R 
power 11 is then 4 .R = · 4 R - ~ • 'l~<1.e uavailable output noise 
pmYer 11 from the ~-iode is then q Z"'- R/ 4 . ~Vnen the output power 
has been doubled, we ca_11. say 
or 
-~• I 3./J ~to IBR/4 = FtrT 8 
F '::. ! ) 6 11. ,ci'' I R 
I 4- kT 
( 63) 
(64) 
(65) 
T.he noise fi gure :as given by (65) is seen to be independent of 
the bandvridth 8 ~ 
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PAR'r V - CIHCUI T EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS 
An attempt wi ll be made to evaluate the various circuits 
iCe scribed in PA. T II in regard to a particular problem; nmnely 
the p erformance of a superheterodyne receiver at mo derately hi gh I 
frequencies utili zing present day tubes. All information con-
cerning tube types and characteristics was obta ined from the RCA 
Receiving Tube Hanual6 • 
Among the various measures to be app lied to the perform-
anc e of a superheterodyne rec e iver are its sensitivity, signal-
to-noise ratio, and selectivity (both adj a cent channel and i mage 
ratio). In analyzing t h ese quant i ties serlarately , we shall see 
that only one factor, namely the signal-to-noise r atio, has a 
direct relation to t he receiver input stage. 
The sensitivity of a receiver is defined as the signal 
s trength (usually measured in microvolts) which must be applied 
to the input terminals in order to obtain a given audio frequen-
c y power output at the speaker or headphones. is a measure 
of the overall amplifica.tion or gain of the receiver. However, 
, this gain nay be supplied by the intermediate frequency a.mpli-
fiers or even in
1
t h e audio system. Therefore, gain in t he input 
stage may be sacrificed a_11.d made up in subsequent stages. 
Adjac ent channel sele~tivi ty is completely a f1.mction of 
the intermedi ate frequency amplifiers; it is obvious that the 
input stage c an provide no s e lectivity against signals removed 
in frequency fror-1 the desired signal by on ly a fraction of a 
percent . The i mage ratio does depend u p on t he input s tage ; if 
I 
I 
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a particular inpu't tube loads the input circuit mol"e t han an-
I 
other tube type, the input circuit becomes less selective and 
passes a vdder rru __ ge of frequencies. 'rhis condition cEm. be elim 
inated from the discussion, however, by the choice of a suitably 
high intermediate frequency (using double or triple conversion, 
if necessary) so that input circuit loadi ng effects on the selec 
tivity can be ne~lected. 
I 
The only
1
remaining measure of receiver performance that 
I 
is primarily determined by the input stage is the signal-to-
1 
noise ratio. For a given intermediate frequency bandwidth, the 
I 
signal-to-noise ratio is a measure of the minimum signal which 
' 
b di t. . . 1 1 d f . ce_n e s lngtllSle rom nolse. The smaller the irLh.erent noise 
of the first stage, the smaller the required signal will be for 
I . 
intelligibility. 1 'rhe signal-to-noise ratio therefoi•e depends 
I 
cUrectl~l on the noise figure of the first stage. 
Foi' the purpose of compai•ing the circuits already ana-
lyzed; assume that the input radio frequency araplifier of a 
superheterodyne i•eceiver is to be designed for minimum noise 
figure using presently available tubes. From PART III, it is 
knorrn that a tube 1 s equivalent noise resistance varies inverse-
' 
' 
ly vd th its mutufl-l conductance ; tubes with a high. ~,.. are there-
fore selected i'rpm the tube manual. On the basis of having a 
h i gh transconductance, the triodes and pentodes listed in Table 
I 
I 
I were selected. ! Other characteristic s involved in computing 
i 
the equivalent 11,0ise resistance are also tabulated. Al l li s ted 
I 
' 
values are those, obtained under conditions i'or maximum ~""" • 
I 
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Table I 
Triodes Pen t o des 
I 
Tube ~~ I )A- rp Tube ~_, r,. :z; IC'I. 
~"'-"") : ( ...t\- ) ~"\7") ( 11--Y (ma) (ma) 
6AB4 6600 62 9400 6AK5 5100 0.69 7.7 2.4 
6AG5 5700 45 7900 6AG5 5100 0.5 7.2 2.1 
6AH6 11000 i 40 3600 6AH6 9000 0.5 10.0 2.5 
' 
I 
6J6 5300 I 38 7100 (each unit) 
'fl1e e quivalent n~ise resistan ce of the se tubes used as amplifier 
is com.pu·ted from 1 (51) for the triodes and (52) for the pentodes. 
The results of these c a lculation s are tabulated below in Table 
II. 
'rable II 
'Eriodes Rc, (-4-) Pentodes Rc, (..11-) 
f6AB4 379 6AK5 1735 
I 
f 6AG5 438 6AG5 1590 
1 t3AH6 227 6AH6 675 
I 
! GJG 472 
I 
From the above information, the best triode for low noise is the 
I 
6AH6, it is also l the quietest pentode amplifier. The 6AK5 makes 
I 
the noisiest amplifier. 
Assume the converter can be chosen from the above hlbes; 
I 
the noisiest converter will be the p entode connected 6AK5, the 
I 
quiete s t, the tri ode connected 6AH6. The equival ent noise re-
sistances of the tvvo ex treme cases is given by (59) for the 
p ent ode mixe r an d by ( 60) for the triode rni x er. As a result of 
t h es e c a lcul a tion s we fi n d t h e e auivalent noise resist ance of 
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the 6AK5 pentode mixer to be 6, 940 .n. while the 6AH6 triode mix-
er is 1, 455 ..n. . 
An even noisier mixer can be included in the analysis by 
utilizing a regular pentagrid converter. A repre sentative tube 
of t his t ype i s the 6BE6 pentagrid converter" whose character-
istics are given below: 
6BE6- ~e-: L175,P-_,., r.,o:r. 2.9 na , IQ, .. l0.2 ma, rp=-1.0 T.T...n.. . 
From (55) vve fi nd t he equivalent noise resista_flce to be 184,000 
From the preceding paragraphs , the equ ivalent noise re-
sistance of t he converter stage is se en to vary from 1, 455 -"- .for 
the quietest mixer to 184,000 ..t\.. in the case of t he pentagrid 
conve rter. 
1The noise fi gure for a receiver having an r . f . amplifier 
p rec eding the converter ·will norr be calculated using the various 
circu its discuss ed in PART II. 
1 - Cathode Separation Amplifier and Converter 
Thi s ci r cuit arrangement is illustrat ed in Fig . 16 where 
the circuit to the left of t he dotted line is identical with 
Fi g . 7. 
To circuit 
of Fi g . 7 
Fi g . 16 - Cathode separation amplifier driving a mixer 
For the cathode separation mixer used, in anal ogy '.'Vith (16), ·we 
fi nd 
(66) 
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If R
1 
.,...,. R as before and l?:a. ..,.~ rp. , v:hich is usually the c a se vrhen the 
!r .f. &llp lifi e r is a triode, (66) reduces to 
fi =I+ I?~ (c.o..,.,) (67) rp, 
The overall noise fi gure of the two stages is given by (35) vrherE 
F, and (7, are given by (16) and (22) respectively for the c a -
thode separation amplifier. Substituting the values for F, and 
G, into ( 35), r,v e hav e for the conventional triode amplifier 
driving a p l ate-detection converter 
F. I + _1 lc R.., ) ..,_ I?~ Cee,.,v)l ( 68 ) ,, \. = R [ ' I T ~, ... ),.. J 
If a pentode is used as the r.f. amplifiei', the ass1.unp-
tion that R
1 
>> rp.c::m not be made; in practice R~ would be a reson-
8llt circuit • At h i gher fr equencies, it could not be made g reat 
er in i mpedance than the 'r of a pentode whi ch usually is in the 
n e i ghborhood of 0.5-1.0 MA. As a simplifying assumption, R~ 
rdll be made e qual to rp, • 
2. + 4 l?e1 (c • .,.,) 
rf', 
~~en (66) reduces to 
(69) 
Proceeding as for the triode ~mplifi er, 
F.. I = I + + ~~ ·), + <r.. )y:.~r,"··~ ( 70 ) 
From Table II, it is s een that«'Cif)p for a pentode is 3 to 4 times 
(R.,)r for the same tube triode-connected. Therefore ,{1?'1,)p~3~.,.~ 
I-i'ol"' (70) to be smaller than (68 ) requires that 
RC (uNv) '? l(R~~~ + (rp,)r+ J?~(c_.) (71) 
.)A.,a. )T V.C," ) .. 
If (rp, )P >'? R-,£c•n) , as is usually t h e case for pentodes, ( 71) re-
duces to 
K't;:r) ~lc~~,)T+ _(r,~'=z.(R.,,)r~tr:)'<~·) {72 ) 
I T --wr,: PI p ._ P 
Ap proximate values for quanti ties in ( 72) can b e obtained from 
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Tables I and II as follows: 
" ( ) (.4.t, )T '=- 4 0 .1 ( K ,., 1 )., '= 4-0_, -1\.. ' (r;,,\= tO..ra., ~"" ,_~ Sooo}J-"\J', 7 
Substituting these values in (72) leads to 
R~, (ee.,~) 7 % su, ... )T(R., ,),.. : /.1' ~ ,,' ..n.. {73) 
Si n ce values of converter equivalent noi s e resistance never run 
as high as l M -A. , the condition for ( 71) to be me t is never 
satisfied in practice. The triode amplifi er is then seen to be 
supei'ior to the same amplifier pentacle-connected. This fact is 
true not only for the conventional amplifier but for the g r01.md-
ed grid and cathode follower connections as well . The compari -
son of pentode to triode connections vvill not be necessary for 
these circuits because it will be seen that both the grid and 
p late separation amplifiers yield equations which are i dentic a l 
to (68) and (70). 
The results for t h e noise figure of the tT•iode amplifier 
driving a conv e rter are of little v a lue, however, because such 
an a:mplifier could be l".lade stable over only a narrow freq_uency 
rang e by n eutralization. It vrould lack the flexib ility of the 
other amplifiers to be discussed now . 
2 - G-rid Separation Arnplifier and Converte r 
This circui t arrang ement is depicted in Fi g . 17 where 
the circu it to t he l eft of the dotted line is i d en tical with 
F'ig. 8. 
To circuit 
of F'ig . 8 
Fic-. 17 - Gri d seuaration am lifier drivin cz a mixer 
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As we still are conc e rned vri th a c8thode separation converter, 
(74) 
(26) 
( 28 ) 
For R,~'7R and_){')') l, (74 ), (26), and (28 ) reduce to 
f..: tjr1 +p,R+ R... : R-, (, • ..,.,) [~L (75 ) t R.,. r,., .,.. )', R - 'R,. j 
(i,-= ,Mc"R (76) 
r,., +~,R. 
J:; :' ,.,. R., I ( 77) 
R 
Si milarly, for tr>iodes we may assume R'&')')Yr1+},R and (75) re-
duces to 
fi = I + ~,,cc . .,t) ( 78 ) 
r,.,~~,R 
Substituting (76), (77), and (78 ) in ( 35), we have 
F ":1. I -f - 1- II? I + R~ , .. "~ ( 68 ) 
•, ' R [ ., P.," J 
This is the se.rne equation for overall noise figure as was found 
for the cathode separation amplifier and converter. 
3 - Plate Separation Amplifier and Converter 
·111is circuit is shown in Fig . 18 where the cathode fol-
lower to the left of the dotte d line is i dentical vri th Fig . 10 • 
.... 
,...__~_ ...... : --...4.L---......... ~---~R ""'(t.u") ®-·-_ To circuit 1 ... 
of Fig. 10 1~ R 
,.,., )' l. 
I 
Fig . 18 - Plate sepaJ ation amplifier driving a mi xer 
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'rhe converter is again a cathode separation mix.er, and by ana1o-
gy 
{79) 
{ i?, \ ~,' R I t'er 
\R+R,} '{;, t- r}'" j-l 1 +1 
R+R, + ~ fRt- R, ) ... 
R, ~ R, 
G, = (33) 
F, = (16) 
·:111en R,>">R , J,">? 1, snd R,.">.,._;P~' , (79 ), (33), and (16) reduce to 
E _ I l?c,(r,")~, +I} 1.- + r.' Pt 
(80) 
(81) 
F,"=-1+ (77) 
Substituting (80), (81), and (77) in (35), we have 
~ • = I+ +[R"f' + l?"t <••••l ] (82) 
Therefore, it is seen t hat t h e plate separation amplifier g ives 
an inferior noise fi gure to the grid separs.tion amplifier by 
compar>ison of (82) and (68) resp ectively. 
4 - Nallman Amplifier and Converter 
This arrangement i s shmvn in Fig. 19 where the circuit 
to the left of the dotted line is the same as that of Fig . 14. 
Re (c • ..,,) ® 
To ci r_c,._"L_u_· t-, t-1 ---~-,-,,---lr-rl\l·'r----t-\- - .--
of Fig. 14 1~ ri'J.+ 11 r:'Ot.+t) 3>R I ., .. ,, I ) 
Fig. 19 ' I Wallm~m amplifier driving a mixer 
From t he derivation made in PAR'l' II, 
(22) 
an.cl. in 
(83) 
If the two triode sections , 1 and 2, use the same tube and for 
duce to 
But 
and 
F,,_:: 
I 
I + ~ + I?Cf ~ ){~ 
R R. _)'(," ~" + t) ~ 
For the abov e mentioned conditions, 
~,:1+ i-[R.,, ~ ~'\'j 
( 40) reduc es to 
(84 ) 
(85) 
(86) 
( 40) 
(87) 
'l'he c athode s eparation c onverter, by an.alogy ·with (21), has a 
noise figure given by [ R r: 1• 
R, r;, tu. \ . R ) ~a. .,.. + ~(.\t-r) R 
rp,+ R".,.r~,ll""'r.trff"R.+ ~" I fo•ot" ,,,_ ''\+re + s (88) 
fi-= Rs l"p" ... ~~. .. r;,~+t)t-R's \ft...,.,+ 1 R, 
v1hich for the above concli tions and)le•IIIY >~ 1 , reduces to 
f:. ~ Yt+l.)Ypt~, + R<,(Curv) !k~.)rp +-R')]1.. (89 ) 3 R~ ~n r, + R 1 L R1 J 
Since for the triodes under considerati on, jt·u.) rp varies between 
150 K -D- and 500 K..n.., it would be cli.fficult to make R~>>J.u+l..)rl» 
at the higher frequencies for the same reason as discussed for 
the pen tode . Assuming R~ = }Hl-) r, , (89 ) reduc es to 
F:. _ 2. of- 4- ~~(CoN¥') 
'! - .t~+-1..) rp (90) 
Substituting (86), (87 ) , and (90) in (21); the overall noise 
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fi gure 
(91) 
Actually, it must be remembered that the Wallman amplifier em-
ploys two triodes for the r.f. amplifier compared to the single 
triode u s ed in the other circuits analyzed. For the same power 
drain or tube cost, the other circuits could have used t wo tubes 
in parallel , thereby obtaining twice the transconductance and 
consequently reducing the equivalent noise resistan ce to half 
its previous value. Foi' the purpose of comparing the ':7allman 
amplifier' with the other circuits, it is necessary to mak e Rc.cr, 
and r"p of the ;:ValJxaan connection t 'Jvice as large as ordinarily 
t e.ken. In t h is case, (91) become s 
r::- :t I~ R't ~ +re .,... .f.R_,c,....,.,) (92 ) 
,,,l:f+R['c,• +- r J+ .)t"R ,..u.*R 
It is of interest to compare the perfonnance of a Wall-
man 81i1plifier with a grounded grid runplifi e r vlhen both are driv-
ing the same converter (i.e., a comp aPis.bn of (92) with (68) ). 
Assume the qui etest combination available from the preceding 
calculations, n amely triode-conne cted 6AH6 r.f. amplifiers and 
triode 6AH6 mixers in the converter stages. 
For the grounded grid amplifiel"', the overall noise 
ure from (68 ) is 
F. : I+ -'-(u.l + I4-SS"') ~ I-t 
1,1 R (4o) ... 
11.1 
R 
.&> • 
..Llg-
(93) 
For the Wallman amplifier, the ov erall noise figure from 
( 92) is 
(94) 
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For high i mpedance signal generators (high i mpe dance 
antennae ), the noise fi gl..J.res for both the Wallman and grounded 
gri d s.mplifie:rs would be nearly the same, although the grounde d 
grid a:r:ilplifier would still give superior performance . For a 
600 antenna (terminat ed rhombic), the noise figure for• the 
grm.mded gri d arrnagement vrould be 
f. = I.,_ . 12. ' ::: /. 3 t 
111. '-oe 
(95) 
I•1or t he Nallman amplifier used vri t h the same ru1.ten..t"'1.a, the noise 
fi gure becomes 
F. 4'3 - /r ---::: 1·11 t,'!o- ,00 (96) 
For a low i mpedm1ce source, such as a half-vrave dipo l e 
antenna (72 ..n..), the grm.mded gr·id arrangement is far superior to 
the Wallma..n circuit. I n this case, the grm.mded grid amplifier 
gives a noi se figure of 
F. -I+ 4tf -::.+·If p.- 71 
v"'lhile the noise figure for the Wallman circuit is 
4-"3 F,., ~ !+ 71-= 1· 4~ 
(97) 
(98) 
Going to the other extreme and assmning a ve ry noisy 
mixer, the 6BE6 pentagrid converter, used i n conjunction with a 
triode-connected 6AH6 r.f. amplifier, we obtain the follov:ing 
results. 
From ( 68) for the grounded grid amp lifier, we have 
F.- /+-'-(n1 + lf~Doo = I+ !!.t (99) 
1,1.- R (+o)" '"' 
and from (92) for the Wallman ruaplifier, the overall noise fig-
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I n conclusion, t he followin~ f a cts shou l d b e poin t ed 
out. For the prop er de s i gning of a l ow n oi s e superhe t ero dyne 
re c eiver , i t i s i mp or t ant t o employ a qui et co nv er•ter. I f t h i s 
is n ot done , the ov ei'all noise fi gure of t h e r e c ei v er su ffers. 
Assumi ng a well de s i gned conver ter, a grounded gri d r.f. amp l i -
fie r YT i l l c;i ve superi or performance ov er al l ot her ci T'cu it s an-
a l yzed (fo r t he numb er of t ub e s u sed) . The qu ieter oper a tion 
of t he ~rounded gr i d tri ode as compo.T• e d to the -~7allmsn ci r cu it 
is J:ilOS t eviden t for t he cas e 1vher e l m·r i mpedc..nce ant ernu:te a re 
0111p l oyed . 
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ABS'rRACT 
The 11available signal powern of a generator is defined 
as t he square of the generator voltag e divided by four times the 
generator's interm.al resistance. Similarly, the navailable out-
put powertr of a netvvorlr is the square of the open-circuit output 
voltage divided by four times the netvvork's output impedance. 
The 11 available gainn is defined as the ratio of the 11 available 
output powern to t he "available signal power 11 from the genere.tor. 
By definition, the noise fi gure is the ratio of the Hinput avail· 
able s ignal to available noise power ratio t1 to 11 output available 
signal to available noise p ower ratio 11 • 'The equivalent noise 
resistance is defined as that resistor which, when placed in a 
noise-free network, produces the same noise output as the noisy 
network. 
From these basic concepts, the noise figures of a resis-
tor , a shunted ideal amplifier, and a noisy runplifier are devel-
oped in equations ( 12), ( 14), and ( 16). T11.e minimization of the 
noise fi gure of a netvwrk requi res the mismatching of generator 
and network i mpedances given by (lf3 ) in contradiction to the 
condition for maxi mun1 power transfer • 
'rhe noise fi gures for vai•ious amplifier configurations 
are obtained . For cathode and p late separation amplifiers, the 
noise fi gure is given by (16 ); fol' the grid separation amplifier 
by (28). For highr tubes, (28 ) reduces to (16) so it is seen 
that the noise figv.re of an effective three-element 8Jnplifier 
tube is independent of the manner of connection of the elements 
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into the circuit. Since the noise fi~1res of these runp lifiers 
all depend upon the equivalent noise resistance of t he t ubes 
used, it i s desirable to employ trio de s over pentodes bec::tus e of 
their qui eter performance. The triode cathode separation ampli-
fier, while e::mib i ting good noise fi gure and gain, is u..nsatis-
f a ctory from a stability vie·wpoint. '.rhe shortcoming of the grid 
separation amplifier is the dependence of its output i mpedanc e 
on the generator i mpedance. '.rhis makes the noise fi gure of any 
subse~uent stage depend on the source i mpedance driving the cas-
c ade . The p late separation a.mplifier has the serious di sadvan-
tag e of less than unity gain . 
In an effort to obtain the advantage s of grid input and 
t~1e use of triode amplifiers, t wo othe r circuits, the cathode-
coup l ed ru1.d Wallman amplifiers, are analyzed. T'.ne cathode-
coupl ed amplifier consists of a p late separation amplifier driv-
lng a grid separation a mp lifier and has a noise fi gure g iven by 
( 37 ). This equation indicates it con tributes twice the noise of 
a single triod e amplifi er . The Wallman mnplifier is comprised 
of a c a t h o de separation amplifier driving a grid separati on 
stage. Be c ause of the low inpu t i mpedance presented by the 
second stag e , t h e first stage has low gai n (and is therefore 
s t able ) and still gives the go od noise fi e;ure associ a te d vri th a 
t ri ode . The noise figure for t h is amplifier is g iven by (40) 
~'Thich is essentie.lly the no i s e figure of the triode first stage . 
A.n evaluation of these ciPcuits a s r.f. amplifi er s in a 
superheterodyne receiver is performed in the following manner. 
- vii -
Various tube types 1.vith lmv equivalent noise resistance are 
chosen for t he r.f. mnplifier. rfue converter is assumed to 
l"'ange from t he quietest obtainable with available tube t-:rpes 
(6AH6 triode mixer) to the noisy 6BE6 pentagrid converter. The 
overall noise figures for various s..mplifier configurations cas-
caded with the converter are developed in terms of the tube 
ch aracteristics and equivalent noise resistan ces. The cathode 
separation amplifier is unsuitable for reasons of i ns tability 
dis cu ssed before but is analyzed along with the other circuits. 
Its overall noise figure is the same as that of the grid separa-
tion s.mplifier and converter, given by (68). T'ne plate separa-
tion ampl ifier and converter hav§..:. a ""' noise ~ figure given by (82) 
8nd the Wall man amplifier and converter by (91). The T,Jallman 
amplifier employs two tubes to the single tube of the other cir-
cuits, and as t h e equivalent noise and plate resistances of the 
other circuits can be halved by paralleling two tubes, (91) is 
r.1odifi ed to ( 92) to permit comparison of the Wallman a...nd other 
amplifi ers . 
The grid separation and Wallman amplifiers are found to 
be superior to the other circuits anal yzed . A comparison of 
these two circuits was therefore carri ed out, using 6AH6 triodes 
in the r.i'. ar.1plifiers . For the case of a quiet mixer (6AH6 
tr•iode mixer ), the overal l noise figures with the grid separa-
tion fu'"ld ~:vallman r.f. runplifiers are given by (93 ) and (9 4 ) res-
pe ctively. The grid separation r.f. an~lifi er is found to have 
a better noise fi gure than the _;{allman circuit. The superiority 
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increases rap i dly for l o'."J i mpedance e,ntennae as seen b y co mpari -
son of ( 95) and ( 9 6 ) with ( 97 ) and ( 98 ). ·,v11en the noisy 6BE6 
pentag ri d conve rter is usecl i n the rni xer s t age , the supe r io r i ty 
of the grid sep2.rs.tion amplifier is not as pronounc ed as i s seen 
by compe.rison of ( 99 ) and (10 0) wi t h (93 ) a n d ( 94 ). 
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